A 26x30’ HD journey to the
food destinations of the world!

A Taste of
Travel
13x30’ in HD

A Taste of Travel melds some of the
worlds most idyllic locations and cuisines,
experiencing the specialties that each
destination has to offer.
Delving into local specialties, from
goulash in Budapest to Asian fusion in The
Barossa Valley, A Taste of Travel will offer
travel tips and insights into the colourful
local characters as well as the local
cuisine.
A premier show by Creative Media for
Channel 10.

Upma Bhatnagar
upmab@optimumtelevision.com
+44 1276 683 764
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Episode 1
In the first episode of A Taste of Travel, Alana’s European tour commences with a schnitzel in Vienna. Scott heads to
Broome and Skye heads to South Australia.
Episode 2
On this weeks show Alana, will visit the fresh food market in Vienna, Skye continues her trip through South Australia and
Scott tucks into one of Broome’s signature dishes.
Episode 3
On this weeks show Scott visits the New South Wales south coast, Alana’s European tour stops off in Budapest, we’ll
indulge in a walking food tour of Melbourne and it’s time to take cover, as Skye hits the golf course in the Barossa
Valley.
Episode 4
On this weeks show, Alana takes a sightseeing tour like no other. Skye visits Hentley Farm and goes foraging with award
winning chef Lachie Colwill, and we visit the Sunraysia Farmers Market.
Episode 5
On this weeks show, Alana has the privilege of joining APT’s award winning executive chef as they source ingredients at
the central market in Budapest, before preparing a high-class menu. Skye visits the historic Kingsford homestead, and
we wrap up with Alana back in Melbourne to enjoy everything the Langham Hotel has to offer.
Episode 6
On this weeks show, it’s goodbye to Budapest and hello to the Hungarian countryside, as Alana visits a small town
called Mohacs. Skye visits the romantic Louise Retreat. And Scotty hit the Coffs Coast.
Episode 7
On this episode, Scotty hits the South Coast of NSW, Skye enjoys the Barossa Farmers market and Alana cruises through
Eastern Europe.
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Episode 8
Scotty gets in touch with his creative side before heading north
and continuing his trip through the Kimberleys. And Alana,
enjoys a homecoming back in Mildura.
Episode 9
Alana visit’s Bucharest or little Paris as it became known. Scotty’s takes on the
infamous Drysdale burger, before heading to Shellharbour. And Skye, pops into a
great Asian bakery in South Australia.
Episode 10
Scotty takes a dip at the Mitchell Falls watering hole. Ice cream beckons for Alana in Istanbul. Then
Scotty heads to Coffs Harbour and the Victorian High Country.
Episode 11
Skye visits the SA central market. Scotty continues his trip through the Kimberley and Alana enjoys a view of Istanbul from
the water, before heading back to Mildura.
Episode 12
Alana heads to Gallipoli. Skye meets Chef David Farmer and Scotty arrives in the bungles before visiting Daylesford and
Manly.
Episode 13
Scotty wraps up his trip in the Kimberley before heading to Port Stephens and Manly. Alana bids farewell to Istanbul with a
cooking class and Skye enjoys some wine tasting.
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Season 2
Episode 1. Scotty embarks on a trip to Thailand, before visiting
Queensland. Alana arrives in China.

Episode 2. Scotty’s trip to Thailand heats up at a local cooking
school, before he takes a segue tour of Brisbane. Alana is visiting
one of the wonders of the world, China’s Great Wall.
Episode 3. Scotty finds his happy place in Queensland’s Granite Belt, and Alana gests a
taste of Beijing’s old city before visiting the spice market in Istanbul.

Episode 4. David Reyne visits Darwin and the amazing Litchfield National Park, Scotty takes the road less travelled on an
ATV tour of Phuket, before a bit of go-karting on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast.

Episode 5
Dave Reyne explores the capital of East Timor’s Dili, and Alana enjoys a serenade on the river.

Episode 6
Alana finds a unique way to explore Budapest and Scotty enjoys a food crawl through Bangkok.

Episode 7
Scotty visits the Mad Max museum in Silverton and David trek to one of Indonesia’s spectacular sleeping giants.
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Episode 8
David gets close but not too close to the Komodo dragon and Alana tries
out a local delicacy.

Episode 9
Scotty makes a new friend in Thailand and Alana takes to the stage
in a theatrical spectacular in China.

Episode 10
David gets busy in Balinese kitchen and Alana meets a giant Chinese local.

Episode 11
Alana crashes into Shanghai and Scotty has a whale of a time in Hervey Bay.

Episode 12
Alana stumbles upon the secret of eternal youth and Scotty goes under lock and key in Maitland.

Episode 13
Scotty gets in touch with his ancestral roots and David gets a new friend in Borneo.
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